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JUST
ADD
WATER

Continuous open width washing machine.
The unique open width continuous washing process
with intensive mechanical action.

DEEPMECHANICALWASHINGACTION
For intensive washing

HIGHDWELLINGTIME
For homogeneous results

MODULARCONFIGURATION

Adaptable and configurable for a variety of processes

JUSTADDWATER
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The working principle
(Biancalani patent)
The innovative continuous open-width AQUARIA®
washing system is based on the AIRO ® concept of
moving the fabric solely by air, and applying real mechanical action to the fabric while washing it. Once
again, the experience and expertise of Biancalani in
the air transportation of fabric, which guarantees
safe and defect-free treatment, brings new solutions
to the finishing sector. This time specifically applied
to the washing stage.
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Continuous washing meets
real mechanical action
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The AQUARIA® is made up of two large accumulation
chambers, connected by a pneumatic ejector (the
treatment channel), with impact grids at its ends.
Fabric moves at high speed inside the channel, impacts against the grids, and is accumulated inside
the chambers, where it lays immersed in the process
bath. A continuous nebulisation of the process bath
through sprayers keeps the fabric permanently and
uniformly wet. All this makes the washing process
extremely efficient, allowing for the reduction of the
treatment time and the increase of the productivity of
the washing line.
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THESMARTWASH
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Everything for washing, and more
High pressure and flow recirculation pumps, independent
sprayers inside the two accumulation chambers, direct
and indirect heating of the process bath, for temperatures
up to 95°C, water filtering devices, and dosing system for
chemical products: the AQUARIA® includes everything for
an automatised, efficient, and homogeneous wash.
In addition, the “massage” effect produced by the intense
mechanical action, together with the high exchange between air and water over the whole surface of the openwidth fabric, makes this washing unique in its kind.
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Modularity brings versatility
Rinsing or pre-washing modules, and squeezing sections, complete the AQUARIA® line, in order to perform increasingly complex washing processes, where
the role of each subsequent processing step is of extreme importance.
The lines can also be connected with continuous dryers (such as AIRO®24 and BRIO®24) in order to build
complete finishing lines.

Power to the water
With the AQUARIA® a wide range of continuous
washing processes can be performed: enzyme
washing, peach skin, relaxation of stretch fabric, desizing, soda treatments, and many others which
take advantage of the fabric being processed in
open-width: the only way to ensure perfect results,
always. The way is open, with Biancalani.
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Technical specifications
(Aquaria® main module)
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Available working widths

up to 360 cm

Production speed (fabric in/out)

5-50 m/min

Processing speed

up to 500 m/min

Fabric inlet

in line from other devices

Fabric delivery

in line to other devices

Maximum temperature of the bath

95°C

Installed electrical power

105 kW

Installed thermal power

750 kW

Average utilization of steam

950 kg/h

Compressed air feed pressure

6-10 bar

Compressed air consumption

500 Nl/h

Configurations and example lines

entry from roll/plaiter | Aquaria® | rinsing | squeezing | exit to plaiter/roll

entry from roll | double pre-wash section | double Aquaria® | rinsing | squeezing | exit to roll

entry from plaiter | Aquaria® | rinsing | squeezing | impregnation foulard | Airo ®24 | exit to plaiter
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In open width,
across the finishing line!

THE DATA SHOWN IN THIS CATALOGUE CAN BE
CHANGED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
DUE TO PRODUCT MODIFICATION AND IMPROVEMENT.
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